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ABSTRACT 

This article depicts the job of interest in guaranteeing high financial development, as well as speculation strategy in 

Uzbekistan and the execution of undertakings to rebuild the economy, modernize ventures, specialized and mechanical 

reestablishment. 

INTRODUCTION 

Centred. Since the long early stretches of autonomy, 

the speculation strategy sought after in Uzbekistan has 

zeroed in on guaranteeing the freedom of fuel and 

energy, grain, immediate changes in the economy, 

expanding the development of import-subbing items 

and supporting need areas to increment trade potential, 

open ways to unfamiliar venture. The venture strategy 

depended on the following standards: 

1) Particular help of the main areas and areas of action 

based on the needs set out in the State Program; 

2) Satisfactory help of socially significant areas (well-

being, training, culture, sports, and so on) to work on 

expectations for everyday comforts, increment future, 

forestall social definition, increment buyer interest; 

3) Drawing in unfamiliar interest in need regions based 

on common interest; 

4) Utilization of the technique for ideal dispersion of 

potential speculation assets from the exchange and 

monetary business sectors to industry; 

5) Backing of logical exploration, test and 

configuration work, acquisition of licenses for new 

gear from abroad; 

6) Gathering of creative capital and increment of 

scholarly capital and logical and specialized potential 

through the production of enormous enterprises 

equipped for remaking the current huge labs in the 

country; 

7) Backing for speculation projects focused on the deep 

handling of horticultural items and mineral assets and 

their seriousness in unfamiliar business sectors; 

8) Guaranteeing interest in the quick improvement of 

creative ability to address the issues of the populace in 

food and purchaser products and commodities. 

The venture environment is evaluated under various 

circumstances. These circumstances incorporate 

political solidness, expansion and joblessness, 

spending plan recharging, state support in the economy 

and the advancement of the confidential area, the 

economy, in specific, foreign exchange, the 

opportunity of foreign trade advertises, the 

improvement of the market framework, the 

accessibility and utilization of regular and work assets. 

Valuable open doors, work capabilities, qualities of the 

expense framework, bank financing costs, market limit, 

and the volume of interests in fixed resources are just 

the beginning. 

"The work is finished to draw in ventures for the 

execution of activities on rebuilding the economy, 

modernization of businesses, specialized and 

mechanical restoration merits special consideration. In 

such a manner, based on the help strategy sought after 

by the State, it is particularly critical to give tax 

reductions to undertakings, particularly to little and 
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medium-sized endeavours with unfamiliar speculation 

or different sorts that have recently begun activities. 

This is because undertakings do not make charge 

instalments during the given elegance period and 

utilize these assets to extend their creation. Moreover, 

organizations can likewise raise different assets by 

selling or renting fixed and different resources they 

need not bother with. 

MEASURE TAKEN FOR THE STATE 

GOVERNMENT 

The actions taken by the State on the arrangement of 

venture sources are connected with inside wellsprings 

of speculation, fundamentally through the 

arrangement, rearrangement and formation of specific 

extents between the State, populace, ventures, banks 

and the state spending plan through financial strategy 

and money-related approach focused. The high portion 

of bank credits, assets of ventures and the populace in 

complete ventures is a positive peculiarity in a market 

economy. 

Today, improving the country's economy requires the 

modernization of every area and interconnectedness. 

This is because the improvement of new, current 

material edifices with a last type of creation, focused 

on the creation of commodity situated heavy items in a 

solitary modern endeavour, thus, requires unique 

consideration regarding the execution of innovative 

ventures. These undertakings incorporate the 

association of the creation of manufactured fluid 

powers, the development of new, current gas-

compound buildings for the creation of polyethene and 

polypropylene items, melted and packed petroleum 

gas, creation of mineral composts and new sorts of 

synthetics given present-day energy-saving advances, 

old hardware. Such regions include the fast 

advancement of the energy area by substituting current 

steam and gas machines. 

The Bureau of Priests should endorse interdepartmental 

working gatherings on each task remembered for this 

program. These working gatherings should screen the 

execution and dispatching of ventures at all stages on a 

deliberate premise. Modernization of creation, 

specialized and mechanical re-hardware, and fast 

recharging of the main areas of the economy will surely 

be reliably sought after as the main need of financial 

development. 

The movement of business banks in the monetary 

restoration of bankrupt undertakings, which were 

moved to the equilibrium of banks because of 

outstanding obligations in our nation, is profoundly 

esteemed. As per the World Bank, Uzbekistan 

positions 75th regarding the adequacy of the chapter 11 

framework applied to financially indebted ventures, 

which shows that changes are being executed here. 

Such a system would permit banks to continue creation 

exercises in bankrupt ventures, modernize creation, 

make extra ventures by banks for specialized and 

mechanical recharging, monetary recovery of such 

endeavours, send off new sorts of items and present 

current administration strategies, as well as includes the 

rebuilding of occupations, what is more, the making of 

new positions. 

Consequently, the undertakings that can work at a 

much more elevated level of innovation than 

previously and have continued activities are drawing in 

an ever-increasing number of new financial backers. 

Financial backers are, as of now, effectively purchasing 

such ventures from banks. The preliminary calculation 

is the making of a positive venture environment in the 

country for the steady execution of underlying changes. 

For the nation's economy, particularly modern creation, 

to create and accomplish financial development, it is 

important to utilize speculation reserves shrewdly. In 

such a manner, from the preceding long periods of 

autonomy, the public authority of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan has picked the above way in speculation 

strategy. Subsequently, $ 15.8 billion was contributed 

from all sources, of which 67.1% was coordinated to 

develop new creation offices and permitted to finish 

and commission the development of 158 enormous 

creation offices. 

In additional increment, these financial pointers, the 

main objective and the principal need of financial 

improvement is to proceed with changes, to modernize 

the creation area, to guarantee the high and stable paces 

of monetary turn of events, effectiveness and 

macroeconomic equilibrium. 

So, economic development can only be accomplished 

with further developing venture execution. To make 

this; improvement and presentation of viable systems 

for the progression of the state component of 

speculation and the extension of market instruments for 

the arrangement of ventures to the detriment of their 

assets; there is a need to grow the utilization of new 

strategies, like venture, agreeable funding, and renting. 
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